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The diet that works faster and forever! Ian K.SUPER SHRED Using the same principles?meal spacing,
snacking, food replacement and diet confusion?that produced his SHRED a major #1 bestseller?Dr. Smith
has developed what dieters told him they needed: a quick-acting plan that's safe and easy to check out at
home, at the job, or on the road.This edition of the book is the deluxe, tall rack mass market paperback. It's a
completely new method to lose weight, stay slender, and experience fantastic about the body, mind and
spirit!Includes more than 50 all-new recipes for meal replacing smoothies and soups!SUPER SHREDIt's an
application with four week-long cycles: --Base, when you'll eat four meals and three snacks a day, start
losing weight and collection yourself up for success--Accelerate, when you'll kick it up and increase weight
loss--Shape, the toughest week in this program, and one that can get your body back by keeping it
guessing--Tenacious, your final sprint that cements your improved diet plan and melts off those last
stubborn poundsThe SHRED system never leaves you hungry.
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I've completed Super Shreds many times I have completed the program three times in the last 24 months and
have just restarted. I don't suggest doing it again and again.6Day 17 - 313. It can help be sure you don't put
on weight back. In a short time you should the healthy eating Get this book! In the event that you mess up,
forgive and begin once again. Don't eat any processed food items. Natural soups and smoothies have fewer
calories and you can make them to your liking.3. I wasn't as rigorous on the workout but I attempted to
accomplish at least 30 minutes a day, 4 days a week.4. I'll update again after I complete the 4th week. Smith
is i'm all over this.5. Before you begin, slice out soda, sweets, alcoholic beverages, and drink a ton of water.
My plan is to have a week off and restart the program.6.!and works WELL! Plan your week beforehand at
the grocery store and write it out for simplicity through the week8. Don't eat at restaurants EVER, lol9.
Purchase fun lunch time totes, soup containers (Mini crock pot warmer), and smoothie cups. It made me
excited to make use of my new kitchen devices.10. This diet is working for me. Add an alarm to your phone
for eating moments2. A couple of my suggestions if you are planning to start:1. I really like this book.2Day
25 - 306Day 26 - 304. I just finished week 1 and lost 6.6 lbs.2Day 19 - 312Day 20 - 309. I will start the
cycle over.8Day 23 - 307. Third time around This diet works when you can do it.8Day 24 - 307. Don't
weigh in all the period.UPDATE: I simply finished the 4th week. I lost 13 lbs and 12 inches. I will start
another circular of this to see easily can lose more weight. Smith says it'll! I changed another and 4th foods
for the past 3 days but still lost weight.Upgrade: I simply finished my 2nd circular. I lost another 9 lbs and 7
more inches. I was doing Les Mills Combat with this round. I started my 3rd round today. I may add more
cardio and weight training. I desire I acquired Les Mills Pump to include. Don't be so hard on yourself.
Super Shred worked for me personally Yesterday was my last time on Super Shred. I finished the 4 weeks
and below are my results.Day 1 (02/10/14) - 331.4 lbsDay 2 - 328. The only concern is trying to adhere to
certain consuming times.8Day 4 - 323Time 5 - 322.4Day 6 - 321.8Day 7 - 319.8Time 8 - 318. Month on,
month off.6Day 11 - 316. Great Information Great information!8Day time 14 - 314.2Day 15 - 313.2Day 16 -
313. Enable yourself time off this program to adjust to eating healthy smaller meals without following a
book's instructions. Brilliant. I'm wishing to lose more than 20 lbs by the end of 4 weeks.2Day 21 -
308.2Day 22 - 307. I really like that the book has so many options of food and snack options. I need that
created out for me. I bought the kindle edition a few years back again but didn't stick to the diet.8Day 27 -
305.4Day 28 - 304Day time 29 (03/10/14)- 302I misplaced 29. Take the trip, it is worth it! It will get you
utilized to it. I lost 16 pounds in the 4 weeks which is definitely amazing taking into consideration my age
plus some of my exercise restrictions. This is an excellent way of eating in order to lose pounds. I've arthritis
so my workout is limited to significantly less than recommended. Ian Smith! in the first two weeks and my
urge for food is curbed. Super Shred actually work Super Shred actually work. I started the dietary plan
seven days ago, and I could see the outcomes. I Am very impressed with how structured and simple it was to
understand and follow. I possibly could actually eat such as this for life This is among those diets that you
can learn a whole lot from. I am so excited. I no longer possess indigestion and the bloating feeling.. Thanks
a lot Dr. Despite that fact I have lost 14 lbs.!!! THEREFORE I bought this publication and I am on the
seventh day time and I have drop six pounds. I'm retired so that it worked well well for me. There are
numerous snacks, and I was under no circumstances left hungry. It's a good learning tool for people who just
want to start eating healthier.4Day 18 - 312. Over six months I am down from 269 to 225.6Time 9 - 317Day
10 - 317. I like this diet I really like this diet. You get a big variety and you take in often.6Day 3 - 324. I
possibly could actually eat like this for life, and not think of it as a diet plan. It could be an issue with your
work schedule. This even works together with limited exercise. AWESOME! Feel absolve to adjust to
everything you like but maintain within reason (For example: 5oz seafood with 2 servings of vegetables =
canned tuna with carrots and celery.! This course of action is wonderful, therefore easy to follow!!!! You
have to check it out!!!4Day 12 - 316Day 13 - 314. Nice item Good This works, exactly as Dr. It works in the
event that you stick to it. Dr. Just at the end of the week in any other case you can find discouraged. This



plan works.. This diet plan is so easy to check out. I treated it such as a crab/seafood dip)7. I wear the fitbit
and I exercise everyday but wasn't getting any results.4 pounds. It also shows the period to consume it. Top
tips: 1) Choose the book, not really the kindle edition (you will be flipping back and forth between pages a
whole lot), 2) in the event that you do an on the web seek out each week you will find someone has nicely
put the knowledge into excel tables which are very convenient, 3) there is a free group of exercise video
clips (HIIT Training) called More powerful on livestrong dot com by Nicky Hollender which are great at
only 36 mins each, you will sense the difference after 4 weeks One Star Too hard to check out diet Five
Stars like it Five Stars Great read!
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